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Introduction
Virtual Reality (VR) is an exci ng technology
which is pushing the boundaries of immersive
experiences. Although the ini al applica on
was enhancing gaming VR has grown to impact
many industries, it is predicted that 23 million
jobs will be using VR in some form by 2030 (1).
Despite this growth there are roadblocks to
faster mass adop on. Adop on in the west is
growing, however, developing countries could
receive greater beneﬁts from the technology
and see improvements to the educa onal
system in rural areas.
New technology also has the poten al to
further disrupt VR and how content is accessed
such as web-streaming.

Background
This study will primarily focus on the impact of
Virtual Reality and the applica ons in developing countries, including the impact that
web-streaming will bring when the technology
is possible.
The study will also cover the impact of
web-streaming VR content in the context of
entertainment and enterprise onboarding.
Due to current minor use of VR in developing
countries I will apply data and learnings from
educa onal VR use in developed countries.

Virtual Reality

Web-Streaming

Virtual Reality is the
crea on of an environment presented
through a headset.
The headset tracks
head movements to
simulate the feeling of
being present in the 3
dimensional computer
generated world (2).

Web Streaming is the
ability to supply and
render real- me data.
In the context of VR
this the environment
being rendered in the
cloud and pulled by
the device to display
to the user.
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Global Web
Interconnectivity

48%
Of the Global Popula on
are Web Connected

2.1%

$4.48bn

Of the Global Popula on
are VR Users

Expected VR Worldwide
Revenue for 2021

The web hosts 3.74 billion users (2018) which is 48% of the global popula on. That is nearly 1 in every 2
people living on planet Earth with the ability to connect to the internet. This sta s c con nues to grow
every year as governments and private companies con nue to innovate and connect more global
ci zens. Internet connec vity has pushed forward many industries from eCommerce to newer concepts
such Internet of Things, (1) and now Virtual Reality (VR) could receive beneﬁts to spark further growth.
As of 2018 there were 171 million VR users worldwide, despite that being more than the popula on of
Japan (2) it is s ll only 2.1% of the global popula on and 4.5% of internet users. Virtual Reality has saw a
recent uptake in usage due to the COVID-19 pandemic as users turn to VR for communica on and
entertainment alongside others (3). VRChat has saw steady growth because of this uptake (4). As internet users con nually turn to VR to communicate with others and share entertainment with others
virtually, the VR industry is set for further expansion.
The increase in users wan ng to connect with others virtually and with more of the global popula on
gaining access to the internet will beneﬁt the industry in the short term. However, in the long run the
internet is likely to further disrupt VR by allowing for content to be streamed to headsets. This technology will not only be used in the gaming industry but applied elsewhere it could posi vely disrupt global
issues, most notably those which are experienced in developing countries.
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Roadblocks to
Mass Adoption

VR, despite its’ considerable growth over the last few years, faces roadblocks which limit the current
technology and adop on poten al. These roadblocks slow the growth of VR and web-streaming will
overcome these barriers and help to fuel growth in the future. Before the introduc on to the concept
of web-streaming VR, below are some of the barriers faced by the technology at present.

Hardware Cost
VR headsets and their capabili es vary across the market,
ranging from the Oculus Go to the Valve Index, however
despite the extended capabili es of some all headsets aim
to immerse users into the environment. At present (2021)
the average price of a VR headset is $555.25 USD (7) , at the
current exchange rate (USD to GBP) this is £405.08. Most VR
headsets require a powerful computer to render and
process the graphics before passing it to the VR headset,
this can cost anywhere from £800 to £2000+, making VR
hardware expensive for the average consumer.

Consumer Perception
Poten al VR users can be scep cal to wearing a headset which completely covers their vision to what is
around them in the real-world. Users o en require feeling comfortable in their surroundings before
losing their ability to see nothing but what is presented on a screen before their eyes. Many users also
lose balance when in VR and feel restricted to walk around in real space, worrying they will fall. The
general percep on of VR is o en viewed as a gimmick, despite that it is now being beginning to be
recognised as a valid tool for enterprise use.

Tethering for External Rendering
Many headsets require to be tethered to a powerful computer; this is to oﬄoad the rendering to a
capable machine. Not only does this make VR expensive but also compromises the experience as a
tether cable breaks user immersion. Despite the Oculus Quest’s capabili es to work both untethered
and tethered the Quest s ll has limited internal hardware for rendering and all content runs locally
from the device.
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Introduction to
Web-Streaming VR

Web-streaming is the process of relaying live data of audio and video to a remote computer (8). In
the context of VR, this is the process of content being ‘streamed’ to a VR headset from the cloud.
This study will focus on the beneﬁts of VR being applied in diﬀerent areas and the extra advantages
that web-streaming would help to deliver. This study will not focus on overcoming the technical
challenges faced by developing such service.

Introduction
Web-streaming VR will allow for the rendering and processing of the environment and ac ons to be
completed in the cloud. This rendering uses the server resource, rather than that of the headset,
and transmits the data back to the headset through Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Rendering
in the cloud allows for minimal headset requirements and no hard link to a computer, this does
however require a powerful remote server and an extremely low latency internet connec on.

Why?
The main beneﬁt of web-streaming VR is the possibility to deliver dynamic content with the only
requirement of an internet connec on. VR users could be within a fully dynamic environment, with
others, where everything visible can be modiﬁed instantaneously.
Streaming data also opens opportunity for new business models such a So ware as a Service (SaaS)
and seat-based pricing (9), beneﬁ ng both the consumer and service supplier. Tradi onal downloads
and distribu on currently reduce possibility for this op on for VR.
This study will explore the opportunity for a SaaS marketplace for VR in the context of enterprise
onboarding and training, as well as the poten al use of VR in developing countries and the further
impact of web-streamed content.
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CloudXR and
Current Challenges

NVIDIA CloudXR
Graphics card manufacturer and so ware giant NVIDIA have an ac vely developed service hosted
on Amazon Web Services (AWS). The service, branded CloudXR, allows developers to upload their
VR App to AWS which is then streamed to a device promo ng XR access and portability (10).
The NVIDIA CloudXR SDK runs on a NVIDIA RTX powered server, reducing the need to be tethered
to a high-performance PC. Version 2.0 was recently released (January 2021) now suppor ng
Oculus Quest and the latest android architecture.
Currently this is only available for companies with access to a 5G network connec on.

Challenges
Web-streaming VR currently faces challenges which will need to be overcome
for the technology to have an impact.

Motion-to-Photon Latency

Network

Mo on-to-photon latency is the me required for a detected movement to be updated on the screen, for example
moving in 3D space needs to be reﬂected in the headset as
soon as it is detected. For VR, to feel presence, it is recommended of a latency of less than 20 milliseconds; anything
higher can cause nausea or sickness.

Having a low ping and a strong
internet connec on will be vital for
streaming XR content. 5G promises
not only fast network access
speeds but also extremely low
latency, theore cally as low as 1
millisecond. C

Although there are ways to reduce latency, any no ceable
‘lag’ can also come from network ping especially if the
rendering of movements within the 3D space are happening
on a remote server.
Ping is the me taken for a host server to respond to a
network request, so a computer can then display any
received data packets.

urrent 5G average records show
that users are receiving between
21 and 26 milliseconds, although
not perfect for XR it certainly is a
step in the right direc on and an
improvement over 4G (11).
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XR Streaming
Benefits
Streaming XR through the web brings many beneﬁts to
end-users and developers. The study will evaluate the
beneﬁts and the impact of these beneﬁts in various
use cases.

Increased Privacy Levels
With the server handling the rendering and data collecon, the headset is simply a streaming device and
introduces privacy. For sensi ve applica ons and data
businesses could host their own XR streaming server.
With remote rendering there is minimal entrance for
hacking since all data has the poten al to be oﬄoaded
to the server.

Faster App Development

XR applica on development can be faster when the
applica on is streamed. Currently there are many
diﬀerent headsets with many diﬀerent toolkits which
are challenging to combine to create a cross-device
experience.
With consistent XR devices and server infrastructure XR
streaming reduces development eﬀort with one applica on build for a server.

Dynamic & Active Modifications
If fast and incremental deployment is possible with no
down- me, as it is with web development, it will be
possible for on-the-ﬂy edi ons and addi ons to applica ons which are ac ve and in produc on.
Zero down- me deployment opens the opportunity for
dynamic environments further expanding types of
experiences achievable through XR.

Overcoming Hardware
XR streaming solves the limited compu ng power of
mobile hardware. Rendering XR is dependent on computer specs of GPU, CPU and RAM, with this oﬄoaded
to a powerful server this can allow for increased XR
graphic ﬁdelity while maintaining performance.
Providing a tether-less experience with the quality of
desktop rendered graphics. This also aids the aim for
headsets to become lighter and more comfortable
since the rendering capabili es can be removed from
the headset.
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Use Cases &
Closing Remarks
Enhanced by Streaming
VR for Gaming and Entertainment
There are mul ple streaming services that currently exist to serve the gaming industry. Namely Google
Stadia, GeForce Now, Shadow and XCloud from Microso . All services serve the same purpose of providing web-streamed gaming either through a web browser or via a desktop client. The infrastructure of
these services has developed greatly over the last few years and GeForce Now has seen a 400% increase
in users, over the last year, taking their total to 5 million (12).
Currently none of the services support Virtual Reality, likely due to the technical limita ons, although
some have intent on adding such feature in the future. More generally in the entertainment industry
web streamed VR would likely be adopted for live events, it allows for the environment to be dynamically changed on-the-ﬂy during the event and reduces an access barrier from aﬀordable hardware.
The emergence of web-streaming VR is likely to come from the gaming industry, where the demand is
currently the greatest for the technology and once this emerges it will then quickly be adopted by enterprise.
VR for Enterprise Onboarding
Employee onboarding is an area which has had li le trac on to date with VR, it does however open
many opportuni es and cuts costs for enterprise.
VR for onboarding beneﬁts globally spread organisa ons and can promote team assimila on without the
team members being present in the same room, also helping team members iden fy their own and
others’ strengths (13). This experience also allows a business to express internal culture even if employees are working remote.
Investment in VR could also reduce costs for enterprise human resource departments, this is as less FTE
(full me employee) resource will need to be assigned to carry out the sessions. There is also opportunity for a SaaS (subscrip on as a service) business to develop a service to solve content and streaming for
enterprise onboarding.

Education in Developing Countries

Virtual Reality is not only a fantas c tool for physical training but also general educa on. The educaon system is developing countries lacks modern teaching and most teachers only spend 60% of their
me a emp ng to bilingual teach with the rest spent on administra ve tasks (14). The use of VR
could greatly beneﬁt teaching as bespoke experiences can be developed in na ve languages to the
country/area.
The study will look at on the use of VR if used in developing countries for educa on, the possibili es
of how it could be integrated and ﬁnally the las ng impact it would have. The use of web-streaming
content will also be explored and the further impact that would have on the educa on system in
developing countries.

Closing Remarks
Web streaming VR has the poten al to disrupt many industries and further advance technology to
provide more on-demand and integrated experiences in the future. It is already evident that
streaming interac ve content is growing in popularity with GeForce Now’s 400% growth. Web
streaming content will be a natural progression of VR as the industry con nues to grow and reach
more people across the globe. This study will explore the roadblocks to mass VR adop on and
how web-streaming can further push the technology and bring many beneﬁts. Finally, the study
will explore various use cases of VR and how web streaming would further impact these.
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